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Abstract (en)
The invention relates to a handle lock assembly (100) for a cabinet or box door, the handle lock assembly (100) comprising a main body (20) having
a handle housing (22) extending along a longitudinal axis (X) of the handle lock assembly (100); a handle (30) provided within the handle housing
(22) and adapted to move between an unlocked position in which the handle (30) is lifted from the handle housing (22) and a locked position in
which the handle (30) is substantially within the handle housing (22); a lock plug (40) provided at a lock plug housing (37) of the handle (30), having
a spring-biased lock cam (36) adapted to lock the handle (30) within the handle housing (22) in the locked position; and a base plate (10) attached
to the main body (20) for forming the bottom of the handle lock assembly (100). Said handle lock assembly (100) further comprises: at least one
geared portion (32) formed on the handle (30), being rotatable within the main body (20) when the handle (30) is lifted; a movable member (13)
having a toothed portion (13a) for engaging the geared portion (32) of the handle (30) so as to convert a rotational movement from the handle to a
linear movement; a rack gear (14) in mechanical communication and movable by the movable member (13); and a pinion gear (15) being rotatable
by the movement of the rack gear (14) wherein the pinion gear (15) is attached to a rotatable transmission bar (16).
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